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Battlelogs: SIU Alpha is a supplement for Heavy Gear D6, describing the members of the Southern MILICIA's Special

Intervention Unit (SIU) Team Alpha. First appearing in the module Operation: Jungle Drums, these characters were part

of the Heavy Gear setting at the very beginning, and some of them have endured throughout Heavy Gear's different

versions over the years.

A copy of the Expanded Skill List for Heavy Gear D6 is also included.
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DIRTY DEEDS, DONE DIRT CHEAP
From time to time, every armed force has need of a

"dirty tricks squad" - a group of soldiers who wil l do

what needs to be done with no trace, no fanfare, and if

necessary no scruples. The SIU fulfi l ls this role for the

MILICIA, taking on missions that are deemed too

"unseemly" for the Legion Noire and other Southern

special forces and intel l igence agencies. These same

groups have also left MILICIA units out in the cold

from time to time, so the SIU also acts as a rapid

response team.

The SIU needs agents with a wide variety of skil ls and

experience levels, from veteran spies to Gear pilots to

infantrymen, so they are in no position to be choosy.

Candidates are recruited from every background and

every nation - some agents even hail from north of the

border.

The SIU's first and only commander is Commandant

Aristide Lazarus. Lazarus is a War of the All iance

veteran and a protege of Jacques Molay, the current

Lord Protector of the All ied Southern Territories.

Lazarus is deeply committed to the Southern ideal of a

society of equals, and in recent cycles has come to

resent Molay's use of the SIU for "personal errands."

The commander of SIU Alpha, Major Jan Augusta, is a

close friend of Lazarus.

Original cover art of
Operation: Jungle Drums
(1 995).
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Augusta is the commander of SIU

Alpha. A intelligence veteran with

decades of experience, the price of

that career - few friends, no family

and precious little happiness in his

life - is starting to weigh on him. He

still serves the Republic to the best

of his ability, but more and more his

thoughts are looking to life after the

SIU.
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As a youth from the Humanist

Alliance, Miranda learned that

violence was abhorrent and

something to be avoided. No one

seemed more surprised that her,

then, when the SIU turned her into a

nightmare on the battlefield in her

customized Spitting Cobra "Julius."

She gets along well with most of her

teammates, but she finds Lussian

Salban utterly obnoxious - which

makes her attraction to him all the

more irritating.
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Lussian is a former Duelist from the

Eastern Sun Emirates, and he still

likes to think he fights for an

audience. Rather than cheering

crowds in Skavara, though, he now

fights for the future readers of the

memoirs he often works on.

Lussian's conceited nature often

rubs others the wrong way, but

Miranda Petite really grinds his

gears - how can someone that

skilled and that beautiful not realize

how great he is?
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Alia grew up in the slums of the

Republican city of Ankara. Like

many others, she joined the service

partly to escape her old life and

partly to belong somewhere.

Miranda Petite is Alia's best friend,

and Alia knows all too well that

something is going on between

Miranda and Lussian Salban, even

if they don't want to admit it. She

just hopes they figure it out before

it's too late....
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Lyle is one of those rare agents of

the SIU who hail from the North, but

there's nothing rare about his

chosen profession - gambler,

swindler, and con man. Always

looking for his next big score, he

serves in the SIU only because

soldiers are so easy to fleece.

When this scam ends (the way they

always do), he'll walk away from the

SIU without a second thought.
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A recent addition to SIU Alpha,

Katja is regarded as one of the best

technicians in the MILICIA.

Unfortunately, she is known even

more for throwing herself at

attractive officers. She still clings to

her childhood fantasy of being on

the arm of a handsome man in

uniform, but she was humiliated by

her last infatuation and is not ready

to try again with anyone else.



FATES OF THE ALPHAS
SIU Alpha was introduced to the Heavy Gear setting in the module Operation: Jungle Drums. In Winter TN 1933, the

team is sent to the border of the Southern Republic to investigate raider attacks near the town of Ogadog and a secret

Repulbican uranium mine. They discovered that the raiders were in fact a band of trained mercenaries, led by rogue

GRELs attempting to build a base for themselves in the jungle. The uranium they had stolen was intended to build

radioactive "dirty bombs," if not something more terrifying. The team defeated the mercenaries and destroyed the base,

neutralizing a very dangerous threat to the Republic.

Operation: Jungle Drums marked a high point for the members of SIU Alpha as a team. Within a few cycles, though, the

team would be no more as events spiralled towards yet another war, and each team member chose their one clear path.

The first to leave was a surprise. Lussian Salban apparently defected from the SIU and returned to his native Eastern Sun

Emirates in TN 1935. In truth, Lussian had been directly recruited by Aristide Lazarus on a separate intelligence

operation; his defection was part of his cover. As he became more and more involved with the resistance, though, his

defection became geniune. He had become genuinely committed to Emirate independence, particuarly his home of

Okavango. More imporantly, though, his defection forced him to leave the woman he finally realized he loved.

That first defection was surprising; the next one was crushing. Jan Augusta, weary of his life as a spy and saboteur,

decided in TN 1935 to defect to Peace River and disappear from there. His attempt forms one of the subplots of the

module The Paxton Gambit. Assuming the module plays out as written (more or less), he succeeded and vanished from

the face of Terra Nova.

Jan is both dangerous and highly motivated to stay hidden of the rest of his life. If he is introduced into a campaign, there

had better be a very good reason.

After the Theban Blight is let loose on the Humanist Alliance by the Southern Republic in TN 1936, Miranda walked away

from the SIU in anger and disgust. Alia left with her, choosing loyalty to her friend over the government that would

perpetuate such a crime. They made their way to the Badlands city of Khayr ad-Din, where they joined the ragtag militia

known as the "Khayr ad-Din Army" to defend the city during the Interpolar War. (They appear in the KaDA "group photo"

in Heavy Gear Storyline Book 2, p. 53.) On the KaDA's behalf, Miranda travels to the Emirates from time to time, to buy

weapons and supplies and also to keep in contact with Lussian.

Where and when Miranda and Lussian finally admit their feelings to one another is not spelled out in the Heavy Gear

roleplaying storyline, but it happens by the time of the Heavy Gear Blitz! module Black Talon - Return to Cat's Eye.

Katja only appeared occasionally in Heavy Gear after the Operation: Jungle Drums module. She does not appear in the

Khayr ad-Din Army group photo mentioned above, but it is assumed that she joins the KaDA as a technician.

Lyle does not appear again in Heavy Gear after Operation: Jungle Drums, but there's every reason to think he left the

SIU about the same time as the others. If he appears in your campaign, he should be used like Lando Calrissian or

Hondo Ohnaka in Star Wars. He's someone you know though you really don't want to, and he'll reach out to you with the

score of a lifetime if you can help him out - and you really should know better than to say "yes...."



APPENDIX A: EXPANDED SKILL LIST

Dexterity: Eye-hand coordination.

Artillery: Ability to accurately fire indirect fire weapons, like mortars and self-propelled guns. Any non-missile vehicle

weapon with the Indirect Fire Perk requires the Artillery skill. Man-portable mortars use the Heavy Weapons skill (below).

Archery: Ability to use a longbow or crossbow.

Brawling Parry: Ability to block or dodge a Brawling attack.

Dodge: Ability to avoid being hit by an attack, but be unable to do anything else.

Grenade: Ability to accurately hit a target with a grenade or a thrown weapon like a knife.

Heavy Weapon: Ability to accurately fire certain large or clumsy weapons. This skill includes man-portable mortars,

grenade and rocket launchers, heavy machineguns, and the powerful Anti-Gear Rifle.

Melee: Ability to attack a target with a knife, club or other handheld weapon.

Melee Parry: Ability to block or dodge a Melee attack.

Small Arms: Abililty to accurately fire pistols, rifles and other handheld firearms. Some weapons require the Heavy

Weapons skill (see above).

Sleight of Hand: Ability to pick pockets and perform certain magic tricks.

Knowledge: General intelligence and education.

Bureaucracy: Ability to get things done in a large organization.

Cultures: Knowledge of the different nations, governments and civilizations of human space.

Languages: Ability to speak a language other than the character's native tongue. Each language is its own skill.

Navigation: Ability to find your way in a particular environment. Each environment (land, sea, air and space) counts as a

separate skill.

Planetary Systems: Knowledge of the different worlds and star systems in known human space.

Scholar: Academic study and research in a field like history, archaeology or the classical sciences. This skill does not

reflect practical experience (reading how to pilot a Gear is not the same thing as sitting in a cockpit), but Gamemasters

may allow a successful scholar roll to provide a bonus to (or reduce the difficulty of) another skill roll ("Wait! Look for blue-

colored nodules on his arms! I read about that in my 'History of the St. Vincents War' class!"). Each field of study is a

separate skill.

Streetwise: Knowledge of criminal underworlds and how to get what you want from them.

Survival: Knowledge of how to survive in hostile environments, including how to find food, water and shelter. Each

environment (sea, space, desert, jungle, and forest) counts as a separate skill.

Tactics: Ability to direct troops in battle.

Technology: The ability to determine what a piece of equipment does, how to make it work and how much it is worth.

Mechanical: Ability to use machinery, particularly in combat situations.

Aircraft Pilot: Ability to fly an aircraft.

Beast Riding: Ability to control and look after a beast of burden, like a horse or a Terranovan barnaby.

Ground Vehicle: Ability to control a conventional vehicle propelled by wheels or tracks.

Forward Observer: Ability to direct artillery fire, both when first fired and to correct overshoots.

Hover Vehicle: Ability to operate a vehicle which is supported on a cushion of air or by high-pressure fans.

Information Warfare: Ability to use communications equipment and sensors and to understand the data they provide.

Parachute: Ability to use and maintain a parachute or similar personal descent device.

Sea Vehicle: Ability to operate a vehicle that is propelled through the water.

Space Vehicle: Ability to operate a spacecraft, including piloting properly equipped spacecraft to and from orbit.

This supplement refers to several skills which have not appeared in other Heavy Gear D6 products. The following are

brief descriptions of these skills and others that may be useful in HG D6 games.



APPENDIX A: EXPANDED SKILL LIST (CONTINUED)
Mechanical (cont.)

Vehicle Gunnery: Ability to fire vehicle-mounted direct-fire weapons accurately. Any vehicle weapon with a Fire Control

code requires the Vehicle Gunnery skill (unless it meets the criteria of the Artillery or Vehicle Melee skills).

Vehicle Melee: Ability to attack with a vehicle-carried melee weapon. This skill is usually found among Terranovan

Duelists.

Walker Pilot: Ability to operate a vehicle that use legs for propulsion, such as Terra Nova's Heavy Gears.

Perception: Powers of observation, including observing people.

Bargain: Ability to negotiate prices and close deals.

Command: Ability to get people to do what you tell them to do.

Con: Ability to talk your way out of a situation.

Gambling: Knowledge of games of chance and how to win - or cheat - at them.

Hide/Sneak: Ability to move quietly, use camouflage to conceal a position and otherwise avoid detection.

Search: Ability to find something hidden, or someone who does not want to be found.

Strength: Raw physical power and general health.

Brawling: Ability to attack another character with bare hands.

Climbing/Jumping: Ability to climb difficult ledges and jump across chasms.

Lifting: Ability to lift and carry heavy loads without injury.

Stamina: Ability to maintain a high level of activity for a long period of time.

Swimming: Ability to swim.

Technical: Ability to get things, and people, to work the way you want.

Aircraft Repair: Ability to repair aircraft.

Computer Programming / Repair: Ability to use and repair computers, including hacking remote systems and networks.

Demolition: Ability to safely use explosives to blow up structures or breach defenses.

Drone Programming / Repair: Ability to fix and program drones.

First Aid: Ability to heal wounds, mend injuries and stabilize patients for transport. Advanced medical treatment falls

under the Medicine skill.

Ground Vehicle Repair: Ability to repair conventional tracked and wheeled vehicles.

Hover Vehicle Repair: Ability to repair hover vehicles.

Medicine: Ability to diagnose illnesses and perform surgical procedures. A First Aid skill of 5D is required before any

level of Medicine can be taken.

Security: Ability to set up - and bypass - electronic locks and security cameras.

System Engineering: Ability to design and build a system to perform a certain task. Each Engineering skill requires a

related Repair skill of 5D before it can be taken; for instance, allocating any dice to Walker Engineering (the ability to

design vehicles like Heavy Gears) first requires a Walker Repair skill of 5D. Each Engineering skill (electronic,

mechanical, vehicle, weapon, etc.) is a separate skill.

Walker Repair: Ability to repair vehicles which use legs for propulsion.
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